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Abstract. NAP1 is a 60-kD protein that interacts spe- 
cifically with mitotic cyclins in budding yeast and frogs. 
We have examined the ability of the yeast mitotic cyclin 
Clb2 to function in cells that lack NAP1. Our results 
demonstrate that Clb2 is unable to carry out its full 
range of functions without NAP1, even though Clb2/ 
p34CDC28-associated kinase activity rises to normal lev- 
els. In the absence of NAP1, Clb2 is unable to effi- 
ciently induce mitotic events, and cells undergo a pro- 
longed delay at the short spindle stage with normal 
levels of Clb2/p34 CDc2s kinase activity. NAP1 is also re- 
quired for the ability of Clb2 to induce the switch from 

polar to isotropic bud growth. As a result, polar bud 
growth continues during mitosis, giving rise to highly 
elongated cells. Our experiments also suggest that 
NAP1 is required for the ability of the Clb2/p34 CDc28 ki- 
nase complex to amplify its own production, and that 
NAP1 plays a role in regulation of microtubule dynam- 
ics during mitosis. Together, these results demonstrate 
that NAP1 is required for the normal function of the 
activated Clb2/p34 C0c28 kinase complex, and provide a 
step towards understanding how cyclin-dependent ki- 
nase complexes induce specific events during the cell 
cycle. 

T 
HE cyclins are a large family of related proteins that 
were originally identified by their cyclic appearance 
during the cell cycle (Evans et al., 1983) and were 

later shown to play a central role in cell cycle control. Cy- 
clins associate with members of a family of catalytic sub- 
units called cyclin-dependent kinases to form active kinase 
complexes that induce the events of the cell cycle (for re- 
view see Murray and Hunt, 1993; Norbury and Nurse, 
1992; Nasmyth, 1993). Mitosis is induced by kinase com- 
plexes that contain B-type cyclins and a cyclin-dependent 
kinase known as p34 cDc28 in budding yeast and p34 cdc2 in 
fission yeast and other eukaryotes. This activity is often re- 
ferred to as maturation or M-phase promoting factor 
(MPF). 1 In budding yeast, there are four different B-type 
cyclins that appear during mitosis, called Clbl, Clb2, Clb3, 
and Clb4, while in vertebrates there are three B-type cy- 
clins called cyclins B1, B2, and B3 (Gallant and Nigg, 1994; 
Pines, 1993). Additional members of the cyclin family ap- 
pear earlier in the cell cycle and activate p34 cdc2 or p34 cdc2- 
like proteins to induce passage through Start and the 
events of S phase (for review see Reed, 1992). 

How do cyclin-dependent kinases induce mitotic events? 
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1. Abbreviat ion used in this paper. MPF, M-phase promoting factor. 

It is generally assumed that cyclin-dependent kinases act 
to phosphorylate a range of substrates, which thereby be- 
come activated to induce the events of mitosis. However, 
this simple model raises a number of problems. First, al- 
though many proteins have been identified that are sub- 
strates of cyclin-dependent kinases in vitro, it has been 
very difficult to establish unambiguously that any of these 
are also in vivo substrates (Moreno and Nurse, 1990; Nigg, 
1993). Second, the substrate specificity of cyclin B/p34 cdc2 
kinase complexes overlaps with that of MAP kinases, 
which are also thought to be activated during mitosis, 
making it difficult to determine which kinase phosphory- 
lates a given substrate in vivo (Gotoh et al., 1991; Heider 
et al., 1994; Minshull et al., 1994; Nigg, 1993; Peter et al., 
1992). Third, the p34 cDc~s catalytic subunit is also acti- 
vated during interphase by association with the G1 class of 
cyclins (called Cln proteins in budding yeast), but induces 
events that lead to DNA replication and budding rather 
than mitosis. It is unclear how the same catalytic subunit is 
able to induce different events when activated at different 
times during the cell cycle. 

In the preceding paper, we used affinity chromatogra- 
phy to purify proteins that interact specifically with B-type 
cyclins, with the goal of identifying proteins that play a 
role in the ability of the B-type cyclins to induce mitotic 
events. We identified a 60-kD protein called NAP1 that in- 
teracts specifically with B-type cyclins. Evolution has con- 
served this interaction, since NAP1 homologs in both bud- 
ding yeast and Xenopus interact specifically with members 
of the cyclin B family. NAP1 in budding yeast interacts 
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with Clb2, and deletion of the NAP1 gene in a strain that 
is dependent upon Clb2 for survival produces cells that are 
temperature sensitive. Even at a permissive temperature, 
these cells form large clumps of interconnected and highly 
elongated cells. This phenotype is largely suppressed by 
the presence of other members of the Clb family that can 
compensate for a lack of Clb2 function, indicating that the 
phenotype of these cells is due to a defect in Clb function. 

We have attempted to determine how NAP1 partici- 
pates in the function of Clb2. The functions of B-type cy- 
clins include associating with p34 cdc2 during mitosis to form 
an active kinase complex, and acting as substrates for spe- 
cific proteolysis at the end of mitosis (for review see 
Nasmyth, 1993; Norbury and Nurse, 1992). In budding 
yeast, Clb2 is known to be involved in the assembly of the 
mitotic spindle, stimulation of CLB2 transcription in a 
positive feedback loop, repression of CLN2 transcription, 
and suppression of polarized bud growth (Amon et al., 
1993; Lew and Reed, 1993; Richardson et al., 1992). B-type 
cyclins have also been implicated in the control of micro- 
tubule stability in Xenopus embryo extracts (Verde et al., 
1992). By examining the role of NAP1 in cells that are de- 
pendent on Clb2, we show that NAP1 plays important 
roles in suppressing polarized bud growth and other 
events induced by activation of Clb2/p34 c°c28 kinase com- 
plexes. 

Materials and Methods 

Buffers and Media 
LPC Protease Inhibitor: 1 mg/ml leupeptin, 1 mg/ml pepstatin, 1 mg/ml 
ehymostatin dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide. Lysis buffer: 50 mM Hepes, 
pH 7.6, 1 M KC1, 1 mM EGTA, 0.2% Tween-20, 1 mM PMSF, 2x LPC 
protease inhibitor mix. Wash buffer: 50 mM Hepes, pH 7.6, 1 mM EGTA, 
0.1% Tween-20, 1 x LPC protease inhibitor mix. H1 Kinase Assay buffer: 
50 mM Hepes, pH 7.6, 1 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCI2, 1 mM DTT, 300 llM 
ATP, 50 ixg/ml histone H1, 0.1 mCi/ml [~/32p]ATP (10 mCi/ml, 3,000 Ci/ 
mmol). 4X Sample buffer: 260 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 12% sodium dodecyl 
sulfate (SDS), 20% 13-mercaptoethanol, 40% glycerol, bromphenol blue. 
NETS buffer: 10 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 0.3 M NaC1, 1 mM EDTA, 0.2% SDS. 
YPD media is prepared as previously described (Sambrook et al., 1989). 

Cell Cycle Synchronization 
Cells are grown overnight at room temperature to an optical density of 
0.3-0.8, and are then diluted down to an OD of 0.3 (strains AFS34, 
DK131, and K2652) or 0.35 (DK97). Alpha factor (Bio-Synthesis, Lewis- 
ville, TX) is then added to 20 ~g/ml, and the cells are incubated at room 
temperature for 3-3.25 h. This causes greater than 90% of the cells to ar- 
rest with schmoos in G1. The e~ factor is removed by washing the cells 
twice with YPD media at room temperature, and the cells are shifted to 
30°C 10 min after removal of the ct factor. All time courses were carried 
out at 30°C, with the exception of the benomyl time course shown in Fig. 
10, which was carried out at 25°C because benomyl gives a better arrest at 
lower temperatures. 

Antibodies, lmmunoprecipitation, 
and HI Kinase Assays 
Antibodies that recognize the Clb2 protein were raised by immunizing 
rabbits with a Clb2-GST fusion protein, and were affinity purified as pre- 
viously described (Kellogg and AIberts, 1992). 

Yeast cultures are arrested in G1 with a factor as described above. At 
each time point after release from the arrest, 1.6 ml of culture are re- 
moved and the cells are pelleted for I min in a microfuge at room temper- 
ature. After removal of the supernatant, the cell pellet is frozen in liquid 
nitrogen. 

To each tube containing frozen cells, 150 txl of acid washed beads are 
added, followed by 170 txl of lysis buffer. The tubes are then placed in a 
Biospec MultiTube bead beater for 50 s at top speed. The tubes are re- 
moved and cooled in an ice water bath before a second pulse of 50 s. The 
lysed cells are spun for 5 min in a microfuge at top speed, and 65 microli- 
ters of the supernatant is transferred to a 0.5-ml microfuge tube on ice. 
1 p~g of anti-Clb2 antibody is added to each tube, and the tubes are incu- 
bated on ice for 1 h. A slurry of protein A beads in lysis buffer is added to 
each tube to give 10 Ixl of beads/tube, and more lysis buffer is added to 
give a final volume of 300 i~l. The tubes are mixed on a rotator at 4°C for 
1 h, and the beads are then washed twice with lysis buffer and twice with 
wash buffer. The beads are transferred to a fresh tube after the third wash. 
After the final wash, the supernatant is completely removed and 20 ~1 of 
H1 kinase assay buffer is added. The tubes are vortexed gently and incu- 
bated at 30°C for 30 rain, with gentle vortexing every 10 min. The reaction 
is stopped by the addition of 10 ixl of 4x  gel sample buffer, and 10 ~l are 
loaded onto each lane of a 15% polyacrylamide-SDS gel. H1 kinase activ- 
ity is quantified using a phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics, Sunny- 
vale, CA) to scan the dried polyaerylamide gel. 

For Western blotting, 15 p~l of the lysate used for immunoprecipitation 
are diluted into 200 ixl of 10% TCA and incubated on ice for 10 min. The 
precipitate is collected by centrifugation in a microfuge for 5 min, the su- 
pernatant is removed, and 40 Ixl of 1x gel sample buffer is added. The 
samples are neutralized with the vapors from a cotton tip soaked in 
NH4OH and then incubated at 100°C for 3 min. 7.5 ~l of each sample are 
used for Western blotting. 

Immunofluorescence and Measurement of Bud Growth 
Staining of actin, tubulin, and DNA was carried out as previously de- 
scribed (Pringle et al., 1991). To measure bud growth, we used a video 
camera and monitor to generate large images of cells, and then measured 
the ratio of the bud length to width in 20 randomly chosen cells at each 
time point. The length of the bud was measured from the bud neck to the 
bud tip, while the width was measured as the longest distance between the 
cell walls along a line perpendicular to the line connecting the bud neck to 
the bud tip. 

Northern Blotting, Western Blotting, and 
Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis 
To prepare total yeast RNA, we used a scaled down version of the proce- 
dure described by Cross and Tinklenburg (1991). At each time point dur- 
ing the cell cycle a 1.6-ml aliquot of culture is taken, the cells are pelleted, 
and the sample is frozen on liquid nitrogen. Added to each frozen sample 
is 150 p.l of acid-washed beads, 350 ill phenol/chloroform, and 350 I~1 of 
NETS buffer, The samples are then immediately placed in a Biospec 
Multibeater-8 at full speed for 2 min. The samples are spun at room tem- 
perature in a mierofuge for 5 rain, and 300 i~1 of the aqueous phase are 
transferred to a new tube. The RNA is precipitated by addition of 1 ml of 
ethanol, followed by a 5-min spin in a microfuge. After removal of the su- 
pernatant, 40 i~l of TE buffer containing 0.2% SDS is added to each pellet, 
and the samples are incubated at 65°C for 10 min. Formaldehyde-agarose 
gel eleetrophoresis and Northern blotting are carried out as previously de- 
scribed (Ausubel et al., 1987; Cross and Tinkelenberg, 1991). We load ap- 
proximately 1/10 of each sample on each lane. 

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and Western blotting were done as 
previously described (Anderson et al., 1973; Harlow and Lane, 1988; Tow- 
bin et aI., 1979). For the Cln2 Western blot shown in Fig. 8, we prepared 
samples in the same way that we did for the Clb2 immunoprecipitations 
and Western blots. 

Yeast Strains 
All of the strains used in these experiments are in the W303 strain back- 
ground (MATa, his3-11, leu2-3,112, trpl-1, ura3-1, ade2-1, canl-lO0). 
DK131 carries a deletion of the NAP1 gene marked with LEU2 (Kellogg 
et al., 1994). The Clb2-dependent strain that we used is K2652 (clbl:: 
URA3, clb3.':TRP1, clb4::H1S3) (Fitch et al., 1992), and DK97 is the same 
as K2652, but carries a deletion of the NAP1 gene marked with LEU2 
(Kellogg et al., 1994). For the Western blots shown in Fig. 8, we integrated 
a triple HA tagged CLN2 gene (Tyers and Futcher, 1993) into K2652 and 
DK97 using pDK31, which carries the ADE2 marker, to produce strains 
DK159 and DK160, respectively. 
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Resu l t s  

We have studied the role of NAP1 in Clb2 activities pri- 
marily in a strain that is dependent upon Clb2 for survival. 
Such a strain is generated by deleting the genes for the mi- 
totic cyclins Clbl, Clb3, and Clb4, which share functional 
overlap with Clb2 and can compensate for an absence of 
Clb2 activity (Fitch et al., 1992). By studying the role of 
NAP1 in a Clb2-dependent background, we can focus on 
Clb2 function without the complication of additional B-type 
cyclins. Throughout this paper we refer to a strain in which 
only the NAP1 gene is deleted as Anapl, while a strain car- 
rying a deletion of the NAP1 gene in a Clb2-dependent 
background is referred to as Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4. 

Deletion of  the NAP1 Gene Causes a Delay in the 
Appearance of  Clb2-associated Kinase Activity 

Genetic interactions demonstrate that NAP1 is required 
for Clb2 function (Kellogg et al., 1995). A simple explana- 
tion for this requirement would be that NAP1 is required 
to generate normal levels of the Clb2/p34 cDc28 kinase 
complex. For example, NAP1 could function in the posi- 
tive feedback loop that allows Clb2 to amplify its own 
transcription (Amon et al., 1993), or in the posttransla- 
tional events that lead to formation of active kinase com- 
plexes (for reviews see Murray and Hunt, 1993; Norbury 
and Nurse, 1992). To test these possibilities, we synchro- 
nized cells in G1 with the mating pheromone a factor, re- 
leased the cells from the arrest, and took samples every 10 
min. We followed accumulation of the Clb2 protein by 
Western blotting, and formation of active Clb2/p34 c°c28 
kinase complexes by assaying for histone H1 kinase activ- 
ity in anti-Clb2 immunoprecipitates. 

Fig. 1 shows the effect of deleting NAP1 in a cell that 
has a full complement of mitotic cyclins. In the NAP1 con- 
trol cells, Clb2-associated H1 kinase activity peaks at 70 
min after release from et factor, and then rapidly disap- 
pears, as expected. In the Anapl cells, we see that Clb2- 
associated H1 kinase activity rises to normal levels and 
rapidly disappears, although the activity peaks 10 min later 
than in the control cells. The Western blot demonstrates 
that Clb2 protein levels rise with similar kinetics in the 
Anapl strain and the control strain, and that the Clb2 pro- 
tein levels remain high slightly longer in the Anapl strain. 
These experiments demonstrate that NAP1 is not required 
for the activation of Clb2/p34 cDc28 kinase activity to nor- 
mal levels, or for the ability of Clb2 to stimulate CLB2 
transcription, since a defect in this pathway should lead to 
a defect in accumulation of the Clb2 protein. The delay in 
the activation of Clb2/p34 cDc2s kinase activity seen in 
Anapl cells may be due to a defect in the ability of the 
Clb2/p34 cDc28 kinase to stimulate its own activation in a 
positive feedback loop. Such a positive feedback loop has 
been observed in the activation of cyclin B/p34 cdc2 kinase 
activity in the Xenopus embryo (Masui and Markert, 1971; 
for reviews see Murray and Hunt, 1993; Norbury and 
Nurse, 1992). The fact that Clb2 protein levels stay high 
slightly longer in the ~napl strain is perhaps due to the de- 
lay in the activation of H1 kinase levels: if Clb2/p34 cDc28 
kinase complexes normally carry out an important mitotic 
event required for the exit from mitosis, the delay in the 
activation of this complex would produce a corresponding 
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Figure 1. Behavior of the Clb2 protein and Clb2-associated ki- 
nase activity in Anapl cells and isogenic control cells. (A) Clb2- 
associated kinase activity was assayed as described in the Materi- 
als and Methods section. The lower panels show an exposure of 
the gel used to detect histone H1 phosphorylation, while the 
graph shows the results of quantification of the same gel. Kinase 
activity is expressed as a percentage of the maximal value 
reached in each strain. (B) A Western blot showing the behavior 
of the Clb2 protein in the same samples used for the Clb2-associ- 
ated kinase assay in A. 

delay in the destruction of Clb2, as the cells wait for the 
completion of this event. 

NAP1 Plays an Important Role in the Ability o f  the 
Clb2/p34 c°c2s Kinase to Direct Mitotic Events 

We next wanted to determine how deletion of the NAP1 
gene affects Clb2 behavior in cells that lack the other Clbs 
that can compensate for defects in Clb2 function. Fig. 2 
shows Clb2 protein levels and activation of Clb2/p34 cDcEs 
kinase activity during a synchronous cell cycle in a Anapl 
Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 strain and a Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 strain. 
As in the case of Anapl cells, we find that Clb2/p34 cDc28 
kinase activity is activated to normal levels in this Clb2- 
dependent background, and that the kinase activity reaches 
peak levels slightly later than the control strain. We also 
see that Clb2 protein levels rise with identical kinetics. 
However, in the Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells, the fall in 
the levels of Clb2 protein and Clb2-associated kinase is 
profoundly delayed. By the time the control strain has 
passed through interphase with low Clb2 levels and en- 
tered a second mitosis, the Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 strain 
still has relatively high levels of Clb2 protein and Clb2/ 
p34 cDc28 kinase activity. 
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Figure 2. Behavior of the Clb2 protein and Clb2-associated ki- 
nase activity in Anapl/lclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells and in Aclbl zlclb3 
zaclb4 control cells. (A) Clb2-associated kinase activity was as- 
sayed as described in the Materials and Methods section. The 
lower panels show an exposure of the gel used to detect histone 
H1 phosphorylation, while the graph shows the results of quanti- 
tation of the same gel. Kinase activity is expressed as a percent- 
age of the maximal value reached during the first mitosis in each 
strain. In this time course, we observed that kinase levels peak at 
60 min, but more often we observe kinase levels peaking at 70 
min. The slight variability is probably due to the fact that the first 
10 min of the time course occur at room temperature (due to the 
washes used to remove the oL factor), and there is considerable 
variability in room temperature. We consistently see that CLB2- 
associated kinase activity does not drop as abruptly in Aclbl 
Aclb3 Aclb4 cells as it does in wild-type cells (compare Fig. 2 A 
and Fig. 1 A). (B) A Western blot showing the behavior of the 
Clb2 protein in the same samples used for the Clb2-associated ki- 
nase assay in A. 

To determine where in mitosis the Anapl Aclbl dclb3 
zaclb4 cells are arresting, we stained cells at each time 
point with anti-tubulin to follow the progress of  mitotic 
spindle assembly, and we then determined the percentage 
of  cells at each time point that have either a short bipolar 
spindle, or an elongated anaphase spindle. The results are 
shown in Fig. 3. Over  the course of  the experiment, the 
control cells synchronously formed short bipolar spindles, 
which then converted to anaphase spindles. The cells then 
passed through interphase and started a second mitosis. In 
contrast, the Anapl zaclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells show a slight 
delay in the formation of  short bipolar spindles, and then 
enter a prolonged delay at the short bipolar spindle stage. 
By the time the control cells have passed through inter- 
phase and started a second mitosis, a significant fraction of 
the Anapl zaclbl zaclb3 zlclb4 cells still have short bipolar 
spindles. The time-integrated number  of cells that contain 

Figure 3. The progress of mitotic spindle assembly in Anapl 
Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells and in Aclbl Aclb3 zaclb4 control cells. 
Cells were fixed every 10 min after release from an ~ factor ar- 
rest, and then stained with anti-tubulin. Short spindles were de- 
fined as spindles whose length was less than 1.5 × the diameter of 
the nucleus. Long spindles included spindles associated with 
dumb-bell shaped nuclei as well as spindles associated with nuclei 
that had already divided. 

short bipolar spindles is increased 2.5-fold in the zlnapl 
Aclbl zlclb3 Aclb4 cells, suggesting that the duration of this 
part of  mitosis is substantially increased. The observation 
that the anaphase cells in the Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 
strain are found over a longer time period than those in 
the Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 strain reveals that the extent of the 
mitotic lag in the Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 is rather vari- 
able, and observation of the cells during the time course 
suggests that some of the Anapl dclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells 
never leave the short spindle stage. 

Two observations argue strongly that the mitotic delay 
is not due to a requirement for NAP1 in the degradation 
of  Clb2. First, zanapl cells do not undergo a significant mi- 
totic delay (see Fig. 1), indicating that the mitotic delay 
phenotype is recessive in the presence of  other Clbs. Sec- 
ond, zlnapl Aclbl zaclb3 Aclb4 cells delay at the short spindle 
stage rather than in anaphase. A defect in Clb2 destruction 
would be expected to produce a dominant anaphase arrest 
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Figure 4. Bud morphology in Anapl Aclbl 
Aclb3 Aclb4 cells and control cells. Phase con- 
trast views of ceils 85 rain after release from ct 
factor at 30°C. The scale bar represents 20 mi- 
crons. 

with elongated spindles and separated chromosomes (Sur- 
ana et al., 1993; Holloway et al., 1993). 

NAP1 appears to be required only for progression 
through mitosis, as expected for a protein that interacts 
with B-type cyclins. For example, there is no delay in the 
appearance of the CLB2 protein in Anapl cells (Figs. 1, 2, 
and 10), nor is there a delay in bud emergence (not 
shown), suggesting that the cell cycle progresses normally 
before mitosis. These observations show that NAP1 plays 
a specific role in the function of mitotic cyclins, rather than 
playing a more general role in the functions of all cyclins. 

NAPI  Is Required for Clb2-induced Suppression of  
Polarized Bud Growth 

One function of the Clb cyclins in yeast is to suppress ac- 
tivities induced earlier in the cell cycle by the G1 cyclins 
(Clnl, Cln2, and Cln3) (Amon et al., 1993; Lew and Reed, 
1993). The G1 cyclins induce polarized bud growth, and 
when Clbl, Clb2, Clb3, and Clb4 appear later in the cell 
cycle they induce a switch from polarized to isotropic bud 
growth, giving rise to the normal oval-shaped buds seen in 
wildtype yeast. In the absence of Clbl, Clb2, Clb3, and 
Clb4, polar bud growth continues, giving rise to highly 
elongated cells (Amon et al., 1993; Lew and Reed, 1993; 
Richardson et al., 1992). 

Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells are highly elongated and 
similar in appearance to the previously described phe- 
notype of cells that lack the activity of Clbl, Clb2, Clb3, 
and Clb4. We therefore tested whether NAP1 is required 
for Clb2 to induce the switch from polarized to isotropic 
bud growth by following bud growth in a population of 
Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells after release from alpha fac- 
tor arrest. Treatment of the Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells 
with zymolyase after fixation breaks down the cell wall 
and causes the large clumps observed in this strain to 
break up, which allowed us to observe bud morphology 
easily. As expected, we found that the control cells form 
oval shaped buds, while the buds in the Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 
Aclb4 cells continue polar growth, giving rise to elongated 
buds. Examples of cells from each strain 85 min after re- 
lease from alpha factor are shown in Fig. 4. To quantify 
polar bud growth, we plotted the ratio of bud length to 

bud width during bud growth in sychronized populations 
of wild-type ceils, Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells, and Anapl 
Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells (Fig. 5). These measurements 
demonstrate that the ratio of bud length to width in wild- 
type cells changes very little during the time course, indi- 
cating that there is little or no polar bud growth after bud 
emergence in these cells. In Aclb! Aclb3 Aclb4 cells, polar 
bud growth continues to some extent. This observation is 
consistent with previous experiments indicating that Clb2 
is the primary cyclin responsible for inducing the switch 
from polarized to isotropic bud growth, while Clbl, Clb3, 
and Clb4 play a minor role (Lew and Reed, 1993). A dra- 
matic result is seen in Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells, 
which continue strong polar bud growth throughout the 

napl, clbl, clb3, clb,t 

3" 

1 

Time (minutes) 

Figure 5. Polar bud growth in Anapl  Aclbl  Aclb3 Aclb4 cells. The 
ratio of bud length to bud width was measured in populations of 
cells going through the cell cycle after release from an a factor ar- 
rest. Beyond 85 min it became difficult to unambiguously identify 
buds. 
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Figure 6. Polarization of the actin cytoskeleton in Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells. Cells at 75 min after release from a factor were fixed 
and stained with rhodamine-labeled phalloidin and the DNA-binding dye DAPI. (A) Aclbl zaclb3 Aclb4 cells stained with rhodamine- 
labeled phalloidin. (B) DNA staining in the same field shown in A. (C) Anapl Aclbl zlclb3 Aclb4 stained with rhodamine-labeled phal- 
loidin. (D) DNA staining in the same field shown in C. 

duration of the time course. Comparing the time course of 
bud growth with the activation of Clb2/p34 cDcEs kinase ac- 
tivity (Fig. 2 A) reveals that polar bud growth in the Anapl 
Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells continues even after Clb2/p34 cocEs 
kinase levels have peaked. 

We also fixed and stained the cells at each time point to 
determine the distribution of actin, a key element in di- 
recting the protein secretion required for bud growth (for 
review see Welch et al., 1994). Actin is concentrated to- 
ward the bud tip during polar growth, and then becomes 
delocalized over the entire surface of the bud during iso- 
tropic growth (Adams and Pringle, 1984; Kilmartin and 
Adams, 1984). We found that the Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 
zaclb4 cells fail to depolarize their actin cytoskeleton, as 
expected for cells that cannot switch to isotropic growth 
(Fig. 6). The same phenotype is seen in cells that lack the 
activity of Clbl, Clb2, Clb3, and Clb4 (Lew and Reed, 
1993). The most extreme examples that we observed were 
generally found at later time points in cells that remained 
arrested at the short spindle stage, indicating that polar- 
ized bud growth continues at this stage. We never ob- 
served polarization of the actin cytoskeleton in cells that 
have passed through anaphase, suggesting that reorganiza- 
tion of the actin cytoskeleton at this stage does not require 
NAP1. This reorganization may involve formation of the 

actin ring during cytokinesis, which appears to occur nor- 
mally in zanapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells. Since the cell 
clumps in this strain can be broken up with enzymes that 
break down the cell wall, it seems likely that the clumping 
is due to a problem in septation, rather than in cytokinesis. 

These results indicate that NAP1 is required for the 
ability of Clb2 to suppress polarized bud growth. A simple 
explanation for this observation would be that NAP1 is re- 
quired for the ability of Clb2 to suppress CLN transcrip- 
tion (Amon et al., 1993), and that the continued presence 
of the Cln proteins causes continued polar bud growth. We 
tested this possibility by using Northern blotting to mea- 
sure the levels of Cln2 mRNA during the cell cycle in 
Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells. Fig. 7 demonstrates that 
Cln2 mRNA levels rise and fall with nearly identical kinet- 
ics in Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells and control cells, rul- 
ing out the possibility that NAP1 is required for the ability 
of Clb2 to suppress CLN2 transcription. Another possibil- 
ity is that NAP1 is required for the short half life of the 
Cln2 protein (Wittenberg et al., 1990; Salama et al., 1994). 
We tested this idea by using Western blotting to follow the 
behavior of the Cln2 protein (Fig. 8). Like Cln2 mRNA, 
we find that the Cln2 protein is degraded with identical ki- 
netics in Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells and control cells. 
We see a slightly higher basal level of the Cln2 mRNA and 
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Figure 7. Behavior of the Cln2 mRNA in Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 
Aclb4 cells and Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 control cells. A Northern blot 
was carried out using RNA samples from cells going through the 
cell cycle after release from an a factor arrest, and the amount of 
Cln2 message at each time point was quantified using a phosphor- 
imager. Cln2 levels are expressed as a percentage of the maximal 
value reached by each strain. The absolute levels of the Cln2 
mRNA are always similar in the two strains. 

the Cln2 protein in the anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells, This 
is probably due to a greater degree of asynchrony in these 
cells, which have a considerably longer cell cycle time and 
do not give as tight an arrest with a factor. The low basal 
level of unregulated Cln expression is unlikely to cause the 
polarized growth phenotype, since Clns must be expressed 
at very high levels from the galactose promoter to cause 
morphological defects (Lew and Reed, 1993; Lew, D., per- 
sonal communication). The most likely explanation for the 
continued polar growth of Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells is 
that the Cln proteins initiate a polarized budding program 
that can continue even in the absence of Cln/p34 cDces ac- 
tivity, and that NAP1 is required for Clb2 to turn this pro- 
gram off. 

NAP1 May Play a Role in Controlling 
Microtubule Stability 

Studies on animal cells have demonstrated that entry into 
mitosis is accompanied by a dramatic change in microtu- 
bule dynamics. During interphase, microtubules are rela- 

tively long and stable, whereas in mitosis microtubules be- 
come short and very unstable (Belmont et al., 1990; Verde 
et al., 1990, 1992). This transition is thought to allow the 
rapid remodeling of the interphase microtubule array into 
the mitotic spindle. Adding sea urchin cyclin B to inter- 
phase Xenopus embryo extracts destabilizes microtubules, 
whereas addition of bovine cyclin A does not (Verde et al., 
1992), even under conditions where the two cyclins cause a 
similar increase in H1 kinase activity. These results suggest 
that B-type cyclins play a specific role in regulating micro- 
tubule dynamics during mitosis. 

Since NAP1 interacts with B-type cyclins but not with A 
cyclins, it represents a good candidate for a protein in- 
volved in the mitotic destabilization of microtubules. We 
therefore tested whether deletion of the NAP1 gene in 
wild-type cells alters the properties of yeast microtubules. 
We examined the growth of Anapl cells in the presence of 
the drug benomyl and at low temperatures, two conditions 
that destabilize microtubules (Dustin, 1984). Fig. 9 shows 
that Anapl cells grow on concentrations of benomyl that 
almost completely block the growth of wild-type ceils and 
also grow considerably better than the wild-type cells at 
low temperatures. We obtained identical results in two dif- 
ferent strain backgrounds (W303 and $288c). 

Since NAP1 interacts with Clb2 to mediate mitotic 
events, one might expect NAP1 to alter microtubule sta- 
bility during mitosis. To test this idea, we arrested Anapl 
and wild-type cells with c~ factor and released the cells 
from the arrest into media containing 11 I~g/ml benomyl. 
We then used Western blotting to follow Clb2 levels as a 
way of assessing passage through mitosis (Fig. 10). In the 
wild-type cells, we observed that Clb2 protein levels rise 
normally but then fail to drop as the cells arrest in mitosis 
because they are unable to assemble a functional mitotic 
spindle. In the Anapl cells, however, Clb2 levels rise and 
fall, and the cells do not exhibit a benomyl-induced mitotic 
delay. This experiment supports the idea that deletion of 
the NAP1 gene either increases microtubule stability or 
reduces the requirements for microtubule function during 
mitosis. 

Figure 8. Behavior of the Cln2 protein in Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 
Aclb4 cells and Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 control cells. A Western blot 
was carried out using samples of cells going through the cell cycle 
after release from an c~ factor arrest. We used strains DK159 and 
DK160, which carry Cln2 marked with a triple HA tag, and the 
blot was probed with the 12CA5 anti-HA monoclonal antibody 
(Tyers and Futcher, 1993). 

Figure 9. Deletion of the NAP1 gene causes cells to become re- 
sistant to conditions that destabilize microtubules. A series of 10- 
fold dilutions of the Anapl cells and wild-type control cells were 
spotted onto plates containing YPD or YPD + 20 Ixg/ml benomyl 
and grown at 25°C (top two panels) or 15°C (lower panel). 
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Figure 10. Anapl cells are able to pass throughout mitosis in the 
presence of benomyl. Cells were released from an c~ factor arrest 
into YPD media containing 11 I*g/ml benornyl at 25°C, and sam- 
ples were taken every 10 rain and used for an anti-Clb2 Western 
blot. Since this time course was carried out at a lower tempera- 
ture, the Clb2 protein takes longer to appear. Notice that the 
Clb2 protein is again found to appear with identical kinetics in 
the two strains. 

Discussion 

In this study we show that Clb2 is unable to carry out its 
normal range of activities in the absence of NAP1, a pro- 
tein that interacts specifically with members of the cyclin 
B family (Kellogg et al., 1994). Since Clb2/p34CDc2S-associ- 
ated kinase activity is activated to normal levels in the ab- 
sence of NAP1, we suggest that NAP1 facilitates the func- 
tion of the activated Clb2/p34 c°cz8 kinase complex. These 
observations provide a starting point for understanding 
how cyclin-dependent kinase complexes carry out differ- 
ent events at different times during the cell cycle. 

NAP1 and the Induction of  Mitotic Events 

Although NAP1 is not required for activation of Clb2/ 
p34CDC2S-associated kinase activity to normal levels, we re- 
producibly observe a slight delay in the appearance of 
Clb2/p34CDC2S-associated kinase activity in Anapl cells. 
This delay is.likely to be due to a defect in ability of the ki- 
nase complex to amplify its own formation. A positive 
feedback loop that amplifies cyclin B/p34 cd¢2 kinase activa- 
tion exists in the Xenopus embryo and results in a rapid 
rise in kinase levels as cells enter mitosis (for reviews see 
Murray and Hunt, 1993; Norbury and Nurse, 1992). It 
seems likely that a similar mechanism exists in other or- 
ganisms. 

Deletion of the NAP1 gene in a strain that is dependent 
upon Clb2 function causes cells to undergo a prolonged 
delay in mitosis with normal levels of Clb2/p34CDC28-asso - 
ciated kinase activity. It is of particular interest that the 
cells arrest with high Clb2/p34 cDc28 kinase activity. This 
indicates that high kinase activity is not sufficient to allow 
cells to progress through mitosis, and suggests that NAP1 
is required for the ability of the activated Clb2/p34 kinase 
to induce mitotic events. The observation that high kinase 
activity is not sufficient for mitotic progression has also 
been made in cells that carry a temperature sensitive allele 
of CDC28 that arrests with high H1 kinase activity (Sur- 
ana et al., 1991). 

The Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells are blocked at the 
short spindle stage, suggesting that the Clb2/p34Coc~8-asso- 
ciated kinase is unable to induce events required for as- 
sembly or function of the mitotic spindle without the help 

of NAP1. Cells that are unable to assemble a normal mi- 
totic spindle would be expected to delay in mitosis due to 
checkpoint controls that prevent exit from mitosis before 
spindle assembly is complete (Hoyt et al., 1991; Li and 
Murray, 1991; Minshull et al., 1994). A number of genes 
have been identified in budding yeast that are required for 
the mitotic spindle assembly checkpoint that is activated 
by drugs that prevent mitotic spindle assembly (called the 
MAD genes and the BUB genes) (Hoyt et al., 1991; Li and 
Murray, 1991). We have been unable to test whether the 
mitotic delay seen in Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells is de- 
pendent upon the MAD2 gene because Amad2 is syntheti- 
cally lethal with Aclb3 Aclb4 ( Kellogg, D., unpublished). 
It is possible that the spindle assembly defect seen in 
Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells is not detected by the 
known spindle assembly checkpoint genes, or that the mi- 
totic delay is not due to a direct requirement for NAP1 in 
spindle function. For example, one might imagine that the 
highly polarized bud growth observed in Anapl Aclbl 
Aclb3 Aclb4 cells produces a bud neck that is too narrow 
for the nucleus to fit through, and that cells detect this 
problem and induce a mitotic delay by activating the same 
checkpoint that is activated by the failure of bud emer- 
gence (Lew and Reed, 1995a). 

Since the mitotic delay occurs at the short spindle stage, 
and the delay is rescued by the presence of other Clbs, it is 
unlikely that it is due to a specific defect in Clb2 destruc- 
tion, since previously characterized defects in B-type cy- 
clin destruction produce a dominant block late in mitosis 
(Holloway et al., 1993; Murray et al., 1989; Surana et al., 
1993). Nevertheless, it is difficult to completely rule out 
the possibility that the mitotic delay is due to a problem 
with Clb2 destruction. For instance, one could imagine 
that there are two pathways for inducing the destruction of 
Clb2--one that is dependent on NAP1 and another that is 
independent of NAP1. The normal destruction of Clb2 
seen in wild-type cells could be due to a NAPl-indepen- 
dent pathway that works through the other Clbs, while the 
delay seen in the Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells could be 
due to a defect in the Clb2- and NAPl-dependent path- 
way. To explain the observation that the cells arrest early 
in mitosis, one would have to suggest that NAP1 is also re- 
quired for the destruction of proteins other than Clb2 that 
must be destroyed before cells can separate sister chromo- 
somes and elongate the spindle (Holloway et al., 1993; 
Surana et al., 1993). The pleiotropic phenotype of Anapl 
Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells cannot be entirely due to a defect 
in Clb2 destruction, since such a defect could not account 
for the delay in the appearance of Clb2/p34CDC28-associ - 
ated kinase, the hyperpolarized bud growth, and the ap- 
parent increase in microtubule stability during mitosis. 

How might NAP1 be involved in spindle function? One 
possibility is that NAP1 is required for the destabilization 
of microtubules that occurs as cells enter mitosis (Belmont 
et al., 1990; Verde et al., 1990). This change in microtubule 
dynamics is thought to play an essential role in assembly of 
the mitotic spindle, and appears to be induced specifically 
by B-type cyclins (Verde et al., 1992). Since NAP1 inter- 
acts specifically with B-type cyclins, it represents a good 
candidate for a protein that could play a role in the desta- 
bilization of microtubules. The finding that Anapl cells are 
resistant to conditions that destabilize microtubules is con- 
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sistent with the idea that NAP1 has a microtubule destabi- 
lizing activity. In the absence of NAP1, microtubules 
should be more stable and therefore more resistant to mi- 
crotubule destabilizing conditions. In mammalian cells, 
mitotic arrest can be produced by low doses of microtu- 
bule-binding drugs that do not affect the overall structure 
of the spindle or the monomer-polymer equilibrium of tu- 
bulin in the cell (Jordan et al., 1992, 1993; Toso et al., 1993; 
Wendell et al., 1993). 

NAP1 was originally identified as a protein that pro- 
motes nucleosome assembly in vitro (Ishimi et al., 1984). 
In this study, we have found that Anapl cells enter mitosis 
at the same time as control ceils (as judged by the timing 
of the appearance of the Clb2 protein), indicating that 
Anapl cells show no delay in passage through S phase. In 
contrast, drugs that inhibit DNA synthesis (i.e., hydroxy- 
urea) cause a long delay in S phase and a corresponding 
delay in the appearance of the Clb2 protein ( Kellogg, D., 
unpublished results). These observations, combined with 
the finding that NAP1 is primarily a cytoplasmic protein 
(Kellogg et al., 1995), suggest that NAP1 does not play an 
essential role in nucleosome assembly during DNA repli- 
cation in vivo. 

NAP1 and Polarized Bud Growth 

Clb activity is required to turn off the polarized growth of 
buds that is initiated at Start by the G1 cyclins (Lew and 
Reed, 1993). Our results demonstrate that NAP1 plays an 
essential role in the ability of Clb2 to turn off polarized 
bud growth. In Anapl Aclbl Aclb3 Aclb4 cells, polar bud 
growth continues during mitosis, giving rise to highly elon- 
gated cells. A similar phenotype is seen in cells defective in 
Clbl, Clb2, Clb3, and Clb4 (Amon et al., 1993; Lew and 
Reed, 1993; Richardson et al., 1992). Since NAP1 interacts 
with Clb2, but not with Clb3, our results agree well with 
the previous finding that Clb2 is the primary cyclin respon- 
sible for suppression of polarized bud growth, and that 
Clb3 plays little or no role in this process (Lew and Reed, 
1993). 

Previous experiments have not defined how the Clbs act 
to induce the switch from polarized to isotropic bud 
growth. The Clb proteins could act directly to turn off the 
activity of the Clns, either at the transcriptional level or by 
causing inactivation of Cln/p34 cDc28 complexes. Our re- 
suits argue against this possibility, since continued polar 
bud growth occurs in the apparent absence of Cln2 pro- 
tein. An alternative possibility is that the Clns initiate a 
polarized budding program that then continues, indepen- 
dent of Cln/p34 cDc2s activity, until it is turned off by Clb 
activity. This kind of model is supported by the observa- 
tion that hyperpolar bud growth occurs when Cdc28 activ- 
ity is switched off in budded cells using temperature sensi- 
tive cdc28 alleles, suggesting that continued activity of Cln/ 
p34 cDcz8 complexes is not required for polar bud growth 
(Lew and Reed, 1993; Lew, D., personal communication). 
Our results also support this kind of model, and point to 
NAP1 as playing an important role in inducing the switch 
from polarized to isotropic bud growth. 

Many proteins involved in polar bud growth have been 
identified (for reviews see Chant, 1994; Lew and Reed, 
1995b), but the mechanisms by which the activities of 
these proteins are coordinated with the basic cell cycle 

regulators are completely unknown. The finding that 
NAP1 is required for the ability of the Clb2/p34CD~S-asso - 
ciated kinase to suppress polar bud growth suggests strate- 
gies for identifying the molecules whose activity is re- 
quired for this process. 

NAPI and the Function of  Clb21p34 c°cz8 
Kinase Complexes 

Our results demonstrate that NAP1 plays an important 
role in Clb2 function, and that the presence of other Clbs 
(Clbl, Clb3, and Clb4) can compensate for a NAP1 defi- 
ciency. These observations suggest that as well as a NAP1- 
dependent pathway that works through Clb2 to carry out 
mitotic events, there are alternative NAPl-independent 
pathways that can work through Clbl, Clb3, and/or Clb4. 
Our finding that there is an additional NAPl-like protein 
in Xenopus (the SET protein) (Kellogg et al., 1995) sug- 
gests the existence of additional NAPl-like proteins in 
budding yeast that might interact with the other Clbs. 
Since there is no detectable NAPl-like protein interacting 
with Clb3 (Kellogg et al., 1995), and Clb3 is not able to 
support the viability of yeast cells in the absence of other 
cyclins (Fitch et al., 1992; Richardson et al., 1992), it seems 
possible that NAPl-like proteins may be required for the 
ability of Clbs to carry out mitotic events. The finding of 
redundant pathways for spindle function is not surprising, 
given the high degree of redundancy found in other cell 
cycle events in budding yeast. 

We have found that NAP1 plays an important role in ac- 
tivities that appear to be carried out specifically by B-type 
cyclins. Since Clb2/p34CDC~S-associated kinase activity rises 
to normal levels in Anapl cells, it seems that NAP1 is re- 
quired for specific functions of the activated Clb2/p34 c°c28 
kinase complex. One possible explanation for this require- 
ment is that Clb2/p34 cDc2s kinase complexes specifically 
phosphorylate NAP1, which then becomes activated to in- 
duce specific mitotic events. This kind of model is sup- 
ported by the finding that Xenopus NAP1 is a specific 
substrate of cyclin B/p34 cat2 kinase complexes in vitro 
(Kellogg et al., 1995). Another possibility is that NAP1 is 
part of a system that determines the substrate specificity of 
the activated kinase complex, and plays a role in targeting 
kinase activity to specific substrates. It remains formally 
possible that the kinase activity of p34 cDc28 is not directly 
involved in the induction of some cell cycle events. In this 
view, the Clb2/p34 cDc28 complex might interact with NAP1 
to form a complex that carries out functions independently 
of p34 cDc28 kinase activity, perhaps by inducing the activ- 
ity of other kinases. 

An alternative model is that NAP1 somehow acts in a 
more general way to increase the amount of kinase activity 
associated with Clb2. Since our kinase assays must be car- 
ried out in vitro, we cannot rule out the possibility that 
NAP1 acts in vivo to increase the kinase activity associ- 
ated with Clb2/p34 cDczs complexes. In a wild-type strain, 
the multiplicity of the Clbs could allow cells to complete 
mitosis in the absence of NAP1, while in a strain lacking 
Clbl, Clb3, and Clb4, the loss of NAP1 would reduce the 
kinase activity of the remaining mitotic Clb below the 
level required to complete mitosis. The observation that 
deletion of the NAP1 gene affects only a subset of the 
known activities of Clb2 argues that NAP1 may carry out 
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more specific functions, rather than being responsible for a 
general increase in the kinase activity of Clb2/p34 cDc~8 
complexes in vivo. Also, genetic interactions demonstrate 
that there are distinct functional differences between the 
Clbs that cannot be accounted for by simple differences in 
kinase levels. For example, deletion of NAP1 causes a 
clear phenotype in ziclb2 cells, but has little effect in zaclb3 
Aclb4 cells. In contrast, inactivation of the spindle assem- 
bly checkpoint by deleting MAD2 has no effect in zaclb2 
cells but is synthetically lethal with the zaclb3 Aclb4 double 
deletion (Kellogg et al., 1995; Kellogg, D., unpublished). 
Thus the biological effects of removing Clb2 on the one 
hand, and Clb3 and Clb4 on the other, cannot be ex- 
plained as the effect of different quantitative reductions in 
a pool of B type cyclins that are functionally equivalent. 

Our results provide a starting point for learning more 
about the specific functions of cyclin-dependent kinase 
complexes during the cell cycle. By identifying proteins that 
interact with NAP1, both biochemically and genetically, we 
hope to identify additional proteins involved in controlling 
mitotic spindle assembly and polarized bud growth. Fur- 
thermore, by identifying proteins that interact with the 
many other cyclins we should be able to identify and charac- 
terize additional proteins involved in cell cycle control. 
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